Veterans are skilled, trained, and valuable assets to any company. So...

Why are you not getting hired?

Stop being passed over for consideration; Casy can help you for free!

Employment readiness (your résumé, interview prep, etc.) is 85% of the job search that is not being conducted correctly.

If a recruiter cannot tell from your résumé that you are a fit, then you are not considered for the interview and you are not getting the job. We can help.

Casy’s program guides you through the employment process from start to finish. Our services include résumé assistance, military-to-civilian work transition services, gap skills training, and much, much more; Casy is dedicated to your success.

Register for the program: www.casy.us

Have questions?
Call 1-877-696-7226
Email askus@casy.us
Let us help you move yourself to the front of the line!
MILITARY Spouses

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR QUALITY PORTABLE CAREERS? MSCCN CAN HELP YOU FOR FREE!

THE MSCCN ADVANTAGE

★ PORTABLE WORK-FROM-HOME OPPORTUNITIES WITH REPUTABLE COMPANIES
★ ONLINE AND PHONE ONE-ON-ONE ASSISTANCE FROM MILITARY SPOUSES AND VETERANS WHO UNDERSTAND YOUR UNIQUE EMPLOYMENT SEARCH NEEDS
★ RECRUITER CONNECT PROGRAM THAT CONNECTS YOU WITH EMPLOYERS WHO UNDERSTAND AND VALUE HIRING MILITARY SPOUSES
★ TARGETED RÉSUMÉ ASSISTANCE
★ LIVE WEEKLY VIRTUAL TRAINING SESSIONS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

AVAILABLE TO SPOUSES IN ALL MILITARY BRANCHES AND THE COAST GUARD

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.MSCCN.ORG

HAVE QUESTIONS?
CALL 1-877-696-7226
EMAIL ASKUS@MSCCN.ORG

BBB ACCREDITED CHARITY

Military Spouse Corporate Career Network